
 

Stick Fight: The Game License

Download ->>> http://bit.ly/2SRxRfK

About This Game

Stick Fight is a physics-based couch/online fighting game where you battle it out as the iconic stick figures from the golden age
of the internet. Fight it out against your friends or find random sticks from around the world!

2 to 4 PLAYERS in either Local or Online Multiplayer (NO SINGLE PLAYER MODE)

Physics-Based Combat System

100 Highly Interactive Levels

Level editor

Over 23,000 community made levels

Lots of weapons!

Procedural Animations using the system from Totally Accurate Battle Simulator
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Title: Stick Fight: The Game
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Landfall West
Publisher:
Landfall
Release Date: 28 Sep, 2017
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Crazy Game Ever, if you have friends to play.. An absolute blast to play with friends in the same room or online. Very
addictive. Inventive weapons. A "5 minute game to play while PUBG updates" became a 3 hour session with tons of laughs.

10/10 - Would throw sword at buddy's head for a kill again.. i beat my kids with a stick
love the game awaiting trial with charges from 1st degree murder. Goto party game. its pretty cool. First time I opened it I
played 4 hours straight....THIS IS AMAZING!. An obvious tribute to the 'Animation Vs. Animator' series from the supposed
'Golden ages of the internet.' The actual game is pretty solid for being made in Unity. It's hard to find an indie game made in
Unity that isn't just a crappy FPS with stolen assets. So, the gameplay is smooth, while still making you feel like a ragdoll, with
every move making you look like an idiot. I have had plenty of laughs from this game from the characters themselves, or
running from a giant black hole while being eaten by giant flying snakes that are stuck in glue. The music has a techno feel to it,
which gets you pumped up for battle. It's not the best, but sets the mood for an epic stick fight. All of the stages are great, with
the perfect setup for- once again- an epic stick fight. By far the worst part about this game is the glitches. They are so bad, it has
led me and many others into believing there are hackers amongst the Stick Fight: The Game community. Many matches are
downright ruined by these glitches. Other than that, a great time waster- even better with friends.

8/10. I am adding spoilers to this because, why not)

This is a really fun game. Nothing really much to go past, no story, no title screen, just getting to the point, and that makes it
instant for what it is.

And then comes the gameplay, it is average right now, it really just matters how good your PC is at handling somethings, like 
Snake weapons. These weapons spawn too many snakes mattering on how many you shoot, but this is all what it is right now, it's
probably handling the code of which snake is going after which player, but I am going to stop right here for reasons of spoiler,
even if everyone knows it.

Also, I would say, this is probably the best game I have ever played where I had some much fun playing on the keyboard instead
of the controller. I know, I know, most people like the controller more than the keyboard, but damn, this is just too much for
me. Good job devs, I don't really like using the keyboard for most games, but this one.

Another one is the graphics, even if some of them are just flat colors, everything makes itself look beautiful, maybe because the
graphics are supposed to go with the stick figure concept, simple and not detailed. (Yet they plan it out to be anyways, and I
can't argue with that)

Last thing, I don't like about this game for how crunchy each transitions are, I know they use a random phrase each time there is
one, but sometimes a random thing just spawns with it. Sometimes the level just doesn't load and I lose instantly, and most of
which the level is either messed up or spawned with another level. These things rarely happen so this doesn't really get on my
nerves that much, aside the fact that this is something that makes the game random and funny.

It may spawn some spammers and tryhards to your game so look out for those people, and this might get people a little bit too
competitive, so I wouldn't recommend this for people who aren't into unfairingly placed situatuations and people who don't like
competitive games in general.

Putting aside the glitchs and gameplay issues, I give this game a 8/10. This game is amazing and I hope for more amazing levels
and updates for this wacky game..  Follow My Curator Page If You Like My Reviews 
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This game is madness, seriously! You're a really glitchy stick man and you have to battle it out to death to win a....crown? That's
fun. I guess. For this game to achieve its full potential, PLAY IT WITH FRIENDS...or if you're like me and have no friends
then I guess you can play online? If you wanna play with hackers.

Banter aside, there's not that many hackers and when there is, you can easily leave the game and que up for another one.
The matchmaking takes less that 30 seconds for me...unless your living in some unknown country, then good luck to you.

One thing I'd like to see in this game is single player mode, kinda like an arcade thingy-majig.

It's kinda easy to learn (you get used to it when you've hit the 30 minute mark) but super hard to master.

If you're a noob like me then you can always blame the dodgy physics.

Oh yeah, some people are saying that there are lots of hackers in the game but here's a reasonable explanation. Ready?
Due to dodgy pings from players and unthinkable physics there's bound to be some moments where you 'think' someone is
hacking but they really aren't... Satisfied yet? Good :)

Overall - 8/10
Graphics - 8/10
Performance - 8/10
Physics - No rating for it, it's another thing (Nvidia PhysX has nothing on this)

Achievements are not working at this time of writing, developer said they were going to fix it this month once they get it so
working (they said that on 13th May). It's just a placeholder for now

Edit: Achievements Are NOW WORKING!
Edit 2: They rolled back the update since it was causing major de-sync issues, achievements should be done by next week. its
fun but so unbelivably buggy
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Simple, but fun. I've played Duck Game before, but this game has way better controls. Incredibly fun to play with friends or
online. Sometimes I wonder how I even win the round, or how I died. The best part is when you are struggling to be the last stick
figure to be on the screen in the levelution maps.

20/10 would be punched to death off the map again. Watched videogamedunkey's hilarious game play. Showed to my friends
the video and we all immediately bought the game and had four hours of fun. I've not laughed so hard in a long time. Do not buy
solo.. I play this game its very funny
When you are bored You can be happy and fresh with this game. gt;gets in game

>30 seconds in and already makes friends

>has a great 30 minutes of playing

this game too lit

Hotfix patch 1.2.01:
Fixes:
Hopefully fixes issue where a joining player would become invincible and stop a match from ending.

Changes:
Rebalanced bosses to speed up the boss fights.
The bosses now have 35% less hp but deal 20% more damage.
The bosses now scale better with amount of players.

The weapons spawned in the boss levels can now be used against other players when the boss is not alive.
Added a color change to these weapons bullets to indicate if they can damage other players.

Changed the timing of the ghost platform to be more forgiving. Patch notes 1.2.07: Sync fixes, achievement fixes and bug-
fixes!:
Patch notes:

 Better syncing for:
- Chains: breaking should be synced between players
- Ice: breaking should now be synced between players
- Explosive barrels explosion should always sync

 Bug-fixes:
- The following achievements should now work as described: Bounce, Stick Irvin, Snake, Your Kung Fu Is Strong
- Fixed issue causing ice to sometimes break by itself
- Fixed the bug with the chain on Castle 12
- Fixed bug causing pause setting menu buttons getting stuck in "Hovered" mode

 Added:
- Feedback before entering workshop (To prevent accidental clicks)

Make sure to restart steam and verify the integrity of the game-files :)

Keep questions to the forums or email us at info@landfall.se.
. Stick Fight Update 1.0.02:
Features:
Added an option for weapon spawn frequency
Added chat for online play

Fixes:
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Fixed some sounds not being affected by the sound slider.
Fixed some issues with the new winter levels.
Fixed an issue when connecting to a full server would take you back to the main menu instead of finding another match.
Fixed issue where the first game when played online would have broken spawn points.
Made the end of match slowdown effect more smooth.
Added a message when someone takes a long time to load a level.
Hopefully fixed duplicate weapon bug
Fixed a bug where if someone left during a level transition the other players would freeze
Fixed bug were part of intro sound would still play after skipping it
Locked cursor to screen
. Patch notes 1.2.08 Minor fixes:
Patch notes:

 Fixed some desync issues

 Fixed issue where custom maps would merge together

 Fixed key binding issue

 Fixed issue where extra characters accidentally spawned on shift

 Added possibility to rebind the mouse better

Make sure to restart steam and verify the integrity of the game-files :)

Keep questions to the forums or email us at info@landfall.se.
. Updates Level editor Beta and map selector!:
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Hello everyone! We just updated the game with the level editor. It’s still in beta and will be updated, please let us know what you
think. You can reach both the level editor and the map selector in the pause menu. We’re super excited for you to try it out!

  Features 

Build ground and terrain

Spikes

Crates

Big crates

Place guns

Subscribe to other people's levels

Save and share your levels in the steam workshop

Other fixes: Fixed problem where users could use tags in chat.

Please keep questions, bug reports etc to the forums!
. Level editor update!:
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Hello Everyone! We have a huge patch today with level editor stuff and fixes, please let us know if you have any issues.

Tools

 Pipette tool (keybind "i")

 Autosave - Button to toggle, off, 10min, 5min, 1min

 Flip (keybind f) & Rotate (keybind r)

 Mirror is now split into Mirror Position & Mirror Rotation

 You can now both toggle grid with "x" or turn it on and off with ctrl+"x"

 You can now make custom map sizes on custom maps

 Drag and drop already placed objects

 Rotate and flip already placed objects

Props

 Snake Barrel

 Explosive Barrel

 Treadmill

 Small Treadmill
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 Ice

 Small Ice

 Hinge Step

 Long Crate

 Laser Platform

Fixes

 Added Mute button in the editor

 Fixed achievement bug happening with snakes in the editor

 Fixed bug with crates and some other items sometimes falling out of the custom playfield in an illegal direction

 Added information screen with all keybindings for the editor

 Added networking to some level editor objects

 You can no longer place mirrored objects inside of other objects

 Fixed issue with object placement locations being blocked

 Black hole no longer sometimes soft locks the game

 Black hole can now pull in items in games with less than 4 players

 All maps can now be selected using a controller

 GUI should now fit better on low-resolution screens

 Updated profanity filter

 Fixed stats map to appear again when playing locally

Please make sure to update the game and verify the integrity of the game-files!

Keep questions and feedback in the forum as we cannot answer here.
. Stick Fight patch 1.2.02:
Features:
Added a menu screen for editing weapon spawns.
Added a secret weapon accessible from the new weapon menu.

Please keep questions, bug reports etc to the forums where it's easier to respond.
. Update 1.0.04 (minor fixes):
Changes:
Made chat bubbles a bit smaller.
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Fixes:
Fixed some connection issues.
Fixed issue where chat box would go off screen when players fell out.
Fixed issue where players would not die when falling out of certain desert levels.
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